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Precision dairy farming (PDF)

 Monitor physiological parameters related to production, 
health or fertility of individual cows

 Automatic detection of events (e.g.                       estrus 
and mastitis detection)
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Why of interest for dairy farmers 

Individual cow management still possible?
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Easy

(Too) difcult

Forget it



Why of interest for dairy management 

Family-run farm to business hiring 
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Why of interest for society

Concerns on animal health, welfare and environment
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Potential beneft of PDF...

Improves animal health and welfare

Increase the production efciency 

Reduce environmental impact

Improves  product  quality 

Improves social lifestyle 

Objective monitoring 
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Failure factors for adoption

Insights in the cost and benefts of the investment 

Clear management decision remain limited

Diferent expectations

8What he had in 
mind

What he thought he 
bought

What he actually 
got
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Value of information

Information enables us to make better decision 

 It may change our decision!
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Expected utility with information 

- Expected utility without information

= Value of information



OLD situation without 
sensor info

SN 50% 
SP 100% 

$ 207,090

= $ 3,368

Improved value with data – estrus
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NEW situation with 
sensor info

SN 80% 
SP 95% 

$ 210,458

(Rutten et al., 2013)

$/year

Annual net cash flw Dutch dairy farm with 130 clws



Improved value with better accuracy

Prlft typical US dairy farm with 1,000 clws
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$/cow/year

Poor (30% SN) Improve with 30% 13

OK (60% SN) No improvement -1

OK (60% SN) Improve with 20% 16
(Giordano, 2014)



How improve accuracy of information?

I. Development of sensor technologies

 

II. Improved algorithms

III. Adding relevant data sources to sensor data

 SCC data decrease false alerts (Kamphuis et al., 2008)

 Non-AMS data reduce false-positives (Steeneveld et al. 2010)

 Non sensor data improve performances (Jensen et al., 2016)
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Trade-of sensitivity and specifcity

Improving one is often at the expenses of the other
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Break-even

TN TP



Accuracy versus investment
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High accuracy
Invest

Accuracy

Low accuracy
No investment

Break-even
Wait with investment 
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Breeding goal for decades
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Today many more traits
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Data sources for genetic evaluation
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Activity 
Rumination

Feed efciency

Body weight

Progesterone

Milk speed, SCC
Milk composition, Robot 

visits, Teat position, 
Conductivity

Activity 
patterns

Milk production 
recording

Rumen PH



Potential value to genetic evaluation

 Reduction in data collection costs 

 Improved precision of traits

 Development of new phenotypes
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Improved mastitis trait

 Daily somatic cell count data (Deng et al., unpublished data) 

 Patterns of peaks in SCC (de Haas et al., 2003)

 Combine SCC with udder conformation traits
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New trait feed-efciency

 Individual roughage intake data not available

Alternatives

 Milk composition 

 Rumination and cow activity 

 Laser methane detector
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Operationalizing precision phenotypes

Innovative tools to optimise 

Resilience 

Efciency

On-farm phenotyping 
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Near or far-of market 

technologies
Big Data across 

farms
At-market 

technologies



PDF for genetics - who invests?  

 The farmer invests

 Cooperative principles

 New business models

Avlid plinting fngers at each lther 
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So, what I would like you to remember

 More precise data potentially improves the value of 
information

 PDF provides opportunities for genetic evaluation 

●Improving traits

●Developing new traits 

 New business models needed to make the value of data 
visible and stimulate data integration 
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Thank you for 
your attention 

mariska.vandervoort@wur.nl
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